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Abstract. The bamboo-based composite sheet (BCS) based on sustainable theory was 
designed to improve the utilization of bamboo waste as well as provide a green and 
renewable product in the surface decoration field. The influence of color, width, proportion 
for BCS was studied to develop a preparation technology. The perception evaluation 
(aesthetic value and emotional characteristics) of BCS was analyzed. These results showed 
when the bamboo proportion was at a low level (10%), the perception evaluation of BCS 
was almost unaffected by the color and width of bamboo waste. As the bamboo proportion 
increased constantly, BSC gave a stronger feeling of lively, traditional and warm. The BCS 
with thin bamboo waste gave a sense of clean and regularity. On the contrary, the BCS with 
thick bamboo waste was more suitable for creating a dynamic and radical environment. The 
BCS with yellow bamboo waste gave a feeling of exquisite, modern, and warm, while green 
bamboo waste gave a sense of unordered, robust, traditional, and cold.  
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1. Introduction 

With the deterioration of the global environment, the concept of green, low-carbon, 
and sustainable development has gradually become an international consensus. Thus, 
sustainable design has become a prominent way for designers to protect the environment 
[1-3]. Integrating the sustainable concept into design products can gradually change 
people's lives and behavior, thus promoting a green and sustainable, harmonious 
environment. 

Sustainable design is a kind of strategic design activity to construct sustainable 
solutions based on the economy, environment, and society in a balanced way. The 
principles of sustainable design mainly include consumption, ecology, human, and 
proper design management [4]. The standard methods of sustainable design are using 
green and eco-friendly materials [5], recycling abandoned products [6] and transforming 
renewable energy [7].  

Bamboo, a well-known green and renewable material, is widely used in the field of 
construction and furniture. However, the processing utilization rate of bamboo is not 
high, and the waste generated during the processing is nearly 60~70 wt.% [8]. The main 
methods to deal with bamboo waste are landfills and incineration, resulting in a large 
amount of resource waste [9]. The high-valued resource utilization of bamboo waste has 
become a research hotspot under the guidance of sustainable design theory. Feng et al. 
[10] developed a novel bamboo product with a corrugated structure from bamboo waste. 
The thickness swelling value of this bamboo-based particleboard without any 
waterproofing treatment met the requirements of EN standard. Wu et al. [11] prepared a 
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composite decorative board from wood and bamboo, and its mechanical properties had 
exceeded the standard of the ordinary wood-based board. However, the sustainable 
design of bamboo waste mainly focuses on the preparation process and performance 
characterization, but little research on the aesthetic value and user perception of bamboo 
waste-based products, especially decorative products. 

In this paper, the bamboo-based composite sheet (BCS) mixed bamboo waste with 
polylactic acid (PLA) fiber was developed based on sustainable theory. The effects of 
color, width, proportion on the aesthetic value and emotional characteristics of BCS were 
investigated by semantic difference method from three aspects, including colors, vein, 
and texture. The results cloud provided a new way for the practical application of bamboo 
waste.  

2. Theoretical research 

2.1. Sustainable design 

Sustainable design requires the harmonious development of people and the 
environment, designing products, services, and systems that can meet the needs of 
contemporary people and ensure the sustainable development of future generations. The 
concept of sustainability includes not only environmental and resource sustainability but 
also social and cultural sustainability. 

The principle of sustainable design mainly includes four aspects: 1) Low 
consumption: on the premise that the product achieves a specific function, it is required 
that fewer materials and energy are consumed during the manufacturing and use process. 
It is also required that the product have less environmental pollution during or after use 
[12]. 2) User experience: the functionality of the product needs to be more user-friendly 
through ergonomics. At the same time, the physiological conditions of the human body 
under static and dynamic conditions and the needs and health of users should also be 
considered in the design process [13]. 3) Ecology: sustainable design requires designers 
to choose environment-friendly materials to achieve the effect of environmental 
protection [14]. 4) Design management: to reduce the negative impact on the 
environment, resources need to be rationally allocated in each stage of the product life 
cycle [15]. 

Sustainable design methods mainly include the following: 1) Using green and eco-
friendly materials: The selective materials should be non-toxic and can be easily recycled 
when they are no longer helpful or degraded and digested in natural conditions. 2) 
Transforming renewable energy: creatively use the clean energy that exists in nature or 
the energy that is about to be consumed in life into the working energy of the product or 
reduce the consumption of existing energy in the process of product service. In other 
words, it is to convert solar energy, wind energy, sound wave energy, kinetic energy, and 
mechanical energy of water flow into electric energy, light energy, and heat energy. 3) 
Recycling abandoned products: from the perspective of value transfer in the process of 
use, we should make full use of the residual value of products after consumption. Product 
recycling and sustainable behavior are jointly decided by designers and consumers. 
Designers provide products with recycling characteristics for consumers through 
sustainable design and guide consumers to use products more rationally and efficiently. 
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(1) Ecology 

The BCS was made by mixing the bamboo waste and polylactic acid (PLA) fiber. 
Bamboo is a green and renewable material, and using bamboo waste to produce bamboo-
based products also decreases the pressure of waste on the society and environment [8]. 
PLA fiber is from agricultural products, such as corn, wheat, etc., which can be naturally 
degraded [16]. Bamboo waste and polylactic acid fiber are both environment-friendly 
materials whose processing technic without producing any pollutants. Besides, as 
biodegradable materials, bamboo and PLA fiber can both be completely degraded to 
carbon dioxide and water in nature. 

(2) User experience 

Considering the BCS is close to daily life, the decorative function requires designers 
to pay more attention to products' aesthetic value and style characteristics and possible 
emotional effects on users. As a long-term used sheet, it is also required that the material 
should not be harmful to human health. The BCS does not use any adhesive during 
processing because the PLA fiber is a low-melting material, which can be used as 
adhesive at a specified temperature. Besides, both bamboo and polylactic acid fiber are 
eco-friendly materials. This indicates that the BCS is harmless to humans [16]. 

(3) Aesthetic attributes 

The aesthetic attribute should be sacrificed as little as possible in sustainable design 
while paying attention to ecology [17]. The BCS is one kind of decorative material that 
will apply to human lives; its appearance should conform to the aesthetic taste of most 
people and also should give users a good or pleasant experience and feelings. 

3. Sustainable design practice of BCS 

3.1. Materials 

Bamboo waste, including yellow bamboo waste and green bamboo waste, was 
supplied by Tonglu Yunfeng Bamboo Products Factory. PAC fiber was obtained from 
Jiangsu Yufang New Material Technology Co., Ltd. 

3.2. Preparation of BCSs 

Firstly, the bamboo waste with an expanded length of 150±10 mm, a width of 
0.2~1.5 mm, and 3.0~6.0 mm was selected from the bamboo waste. Afterward, the 
��������� 	
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temperature to get the dried bamboo waste. Thirdly, the dried bamboo waste and 
polylactic acid fiber were mixed uniformly in different proportions to obtain the bamboo 
waste-based mixture. Finally, 20 g of bamboo waste-based mixture was weighed and 
placed in a metal mold of 100×200×18 mm3. The mixture was heated for 40 min in an 
electric blast drying oven with a ������
����� ��� ������ �� 
��� ����� ������� ��� �����
temperature naturally. The specific colors, width, and proportion of bamboo waste are 
shown in Table 1. 
 

2.2. Design principles and methods of BCS 
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BCS 
Factors 

Color Width mm  Bamboo proportion %  
10%BCS-Yt Yellow 0.2~1.5 10 
30%BCS-Yt Yellow 0.2~1.5 30 
50%BCS-Yt Yellow 0.2~1.5 50 
70%BCS-Yt Yellow 0.2~1.5 70 
90%BCS-Yt Yellow 0.2~1.5 90 
10%BCS-YT Yellow 3.0~6.0 10 
30%BCS-YT Yellow 3.0~6.0 30 
50%BCS-YT Yellow 3.0~6.0 50 
70%BCS-YT Yellow 3.0~6.0 70 
90%BCS-YT Yellow 3.0~6.0 90 
10%BCS-Gt Green 0.2~1.5 10 
30%BCS-Gt Green 0.2~1.5 30 
50%BCS-Gt Green 0.2~1.5 50 
70%BCS-Gt Green 0.2~1.5 70 
90%BCS-Gt Green 0.2~1.5 90 

3.3. Perception evaluation of BCS 

Considering color, vein, and texture as the three dimensions of evaluation, 12 pairs 
of perceptual semantic and psychological adjectives were selected to make an evaluation 
scale (Table 2) by the semantic differential method. 50 subjects observed the color and 
vein of the BCS, touched the texture of the BCS with their hands, and then made 
judgments based on feelings, understandings, and subjective feelings of words or 
concepts. The more miniature score indicated that the BCS image was inclined to the left 
of the adjective; the more significant score indicated that the BCS image was inclined to 
the right of the adjective. 
 

Table 2 Semantic difference evaluation scale 
Dimensions Factors Left   Phrases    Right 

Color 
Saturation Plain——Gorgeous 

Hue Lively——Calm 
Brightness Clean——Dirty 

Vein 

Order Regular——Unordered 
Density Tight——Loose 
Affinity Exquisite——Robust 

Form Convergent——Abrupt 
Period feel Traditional——Modern 

Texture 

Ecology Artificial——Natural 
Temperature Warm——Cold 

Hardness Soft——Hard 
Touch Smooth——Rough 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1.  Effect of bamboo proportion 

The results of semantic difference and photographs of 10~90%BCS-Yt and 
10~90%BCS-YT are depicted in Fig.1. As seen in Fig.1, the BSC with a higher bamboo 
proportion gave respondents a feeling of lively, robust, traditional, warm, and rough. The 
possible reason was that the color of bamboo waste is yellow, whose color saturation 
was high than that of the white color of FLA fiber [18]. As a natural material, bamboo 

Table 1 Factors and naming of BCS 
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waste still retains its original state [19]. So, the BCS with higher bamboo proportion 
presented more robust, traditional, and rough feelings. 
 

 
Figure 1. Semantic difference evaluation results (a) and comparison photographs (b) of BCSs including 

width and bamboo proportion factors  

 

4.2. Effect of width  

As shown in the Fig.1, compared with 10 30% BCS-Yt and BCS-YT, it could be 
known that when the bamboo proportion was between 10% and 30%, the BCS with large 
and small width gave similar impressions. This could be explained that when the bamboo 
proportion was small, the PLA fiber occupied the main area of BCS, which decreased 
the influence of bamboo width. Compared with 50 90% BCS-Yt and BCS-YT, as the 
increase of bamboo proportion, the BCS-Yt gave a stronger feeling of clean and regular. 
This probably because the crimping degree of thin bamboo waste was smaller than that 
of thick bamboo waste, leading to a more uniform mix between bamboo waste and PLA 
fiber. The BCS with thick bamboo waste gave respondents a stronger feeling of lively 
subjective, probably because the crimping degree of thick bamboo waste improved the 
expression of BCS [20]. Compared with BCS-Yt, the BCS-YT made respondents feel 
dirty, which was due to the more undulating surface [21,22]. In addition, the BCS-YT 
gave a feeling of unordered, robust, abrupt to respondents. This was related to the lower 
mixing uniformity between thick bamboo waste and PLA fiber [18]. 

4.3. Effect of color 

The results of semantic difference and photographs of 10~90%BCS-Yt and 
10~90%BCS-Gt are depicted in Fig.2. As seen in Fig.2, compared with 10 30% BCS-
Yt and BCS- Gt, it could be known that when the bamboo proportion was between 10% 
and 30%, the BCS produced by yellow and green bamboo waste have roughly the same 
impressions. This could be explained that when the bamboo proportion was small, the 
PLA fiber occupied the main area of BCS, which decreased the influence of color. 
Compared with 50 90% BCS-Yt and BCS- Gt, BCS made from yellow bamboo waste 
gave a stronger feeling of exquisite, modern, and warm impression than BCS made from 
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green bamboo waste. The possible reason was that yellow is warmer than green. BCS 
made from green bamboo waste gave a subjective feeling of traditional, probably because 
the brightness of green is lower than that of yellow [18]. BCS made from green bamboo 
waste gave a stronger sense of unorder and robustness. This was related to the color 
difference between the white of PLA fiber and green was greater than that of yellow, 
resulting in a clearer texture [18,23]. 
 

 
Figure 2. Semantic difference evaluation results(a) and comparison photographs(b) of BCS with different 

color bamboo waste 

5. Conclusions 

(1) When the bamboo proportion was at a low level (10%), the perception evaluation 
of BCS was almost unaffected by the color and width of bamboo waste. 

(2) As the bamboo proportion increased constantly, BSC gave a stronger lively, 
traditional, and warm feeling. This indicated that BCS with higher bamboo proportion 
could be applied to products required to express vitality or used to create a warm and 
traditional environment.  

(3) The BCS with thin bamboo waste gave a feeling of clean, regular, which is suitable 
for products design with a sense of cleanliness and elegance. On the contrary, 
respondents would choose words like unordered, robust, traditional, and cold to 
subjectively evaluate their feeling to the BCS with thick bamboo waste. So, BCS with 
thick bamboo waste was more suitable to create a dynamic and radical environment. 

(4) The BCS with yellow bamboo waste gave a feeling of exquisite, modern, and 
warmth. The BCS with green bamboo waste gave a feeling of unordered, robust, 
traditional, and cold. So, the BCS with yellow bamboo waste was more suitable to be 
used in a warm and modern situation, and the BCS with green bamboo waste could easier 
to create a cool and traditional environment. 
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